Director: Alright. This will be a good movie and nobody will ruin it! Take 2, action!

(Fred and Mary are sitting in a graveyard)

Mary: Hey, Fred, wanna go to the new park in town?

Fred: Sure!

(Hand of zombie 1 comes out of the ground)

Mary and Fred: Run!

(The three chickens run around in circles)

Director: CUT!

What are you doing in my movie? GET OUT!

(Chickens run out)

Director: Alright. In this scene you will run in place while the scene moves. Take 1, scene 2, action!

(Fred and Mary are running in place)

(Chicken 2 comes in and runs in place)

Director: Cut, cut cut!

Get out!

(Chicken 2 runs out)

Director: Alright, time for scene 3.

(5 minute break)

Director: Alright, this is the last scene.

Scene 5, take 1, action!
(Mary and Fred run into a restaurant)

Fred: Lock the door!

(Mary and Fred put a chair in front of the door)

(The chickens come in with band props and play loud music)

Director: CUT!

Great! Now my movie’s ruined!

THE END